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ALL-PURPOSE DEGREASER – Strong detergent that can be used on multiple types of washable 
surface. It can remove dirt such as grease, oil, etc.. It is a non-flammable product, completely water-
soluble. Pure uses: car, engine, tires, oil stains; different uses: shutters, tools, machinery for the 
maintenance of the garden, barbecue. 

 
 

 

This is another product that can’t miss in your house, garages and mechanic’s workshop. This de-
greaser removes filth, grease and oil stain from all type of surfaces. It can be used pure or dilute, 
depending on the oil stain to remove.  

 

	

	

 
 

  
 

 
	

	

	

	 	

	

Technical Specifications: 
Barcode EAN: 8034108892504 
Quantity 750 ml 
Confection 12 Pz. 
Aspect Plastic flacon with trigger 
Color Transparent 
Odour Characteristic 
Relative density  a 20°C 0,94 ÷ 0,98 g/ml 
PH 11,5 c.a. 
Water solubility 100% 
Flash pont Not flammable  
Freezing point <0°C 
OVC(organic volatile compounds) <40% 
Biodegradability >80% 
Base Alcohol, not acid alkaline 

All-purpose degreaser (P316) 
	

MODALITY OF STORAGE 
Before using: stock the product in a dry location and don’t stock it with a temperature under 5° degrees and over 45°C, after the use, keep containers 
closed. In the original package, the product can be conserved for 24 months. 
After the first usage: conserve in a fresh and dry location, away from hot spring.  Keep out of reach of children. 
Hazards identification: 
 
H315 Causes skin irritation. 
H319 Causes serious eye irritation 
H318 Causes serious eye damage. 

 
This information, even if reliable, must be considered only approximate. The usage don’t imply our responsibility, included the violation of many license. Before using, the 
users have to verify the suitability of the product for the specific use. 
 

HOW TO USE: shake well before use. Turn the red seal of the closure trigger ON. Deliver an adequate 
amount of product directly on the surface or on a cloth and remove all the grease. Wipe with a cloth while 
the surface is still wet. Repeat if necessary. 


